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U

nidentified flying objects (UFOs) capture
the interest of our students and the general
public.1,2 Here is a UFO story I tell my students to illustrate the workings of science. Science,
at its most fundamental level, is observation and
an attempt to analyze what is observed. But what
happens when an observation cannot be explained
with the available knowledge at the time? What do
we do? The UFO sighting of my story could not be
explained until disclosure of a top-secret military aircraft, the SR-71, also known as the “Blackbird.”
A commercial airline pilot was flying passengers as
usual during the 1960s. One day during flight, he was
shocked to see a long black cigar-shaped object appear
to the side of the airplane. The black object rapidly

accelerated to an incredible speed, vanishing from the
commercial airplane’s radar screen in a surprisingly
short time. The pilot and copilot of the commercial
airplane looked at each other in disbelief.
Years later the pilot shared this story with his son,
who is a physician and friend of mine. I ask my students first to assess the integrity of the data. We have a
commercial pilot who confides to his son this sighting
of a UFO. The son becomes a medical doctor. Can
we assume these individuals are giving us a reliable account?
For several years I had no plausible explanation
as to what had occurred. Does that mean the black
cigar-shaped object was an alien spacecraft? I ask the
students if they would jump to this conclusion if no

Fig. 1. The SR-71 Blackbird, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas. This photo of the author
standing in front of the SR-71 was taken by the author’s son Evan.
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other evidence were available. We should be reluctant to hastily accept the alien scenario. On the other
hand, we may be quite uncomfortable with the feeling
of mystery created by not having an alternate explanation. Often, scientific discovery includes elements of
surprise. Insight can occur when one least expects it. I
experienced one such moment during the summer of
2002.
My family and I were on vacation visiting my father-in-law, a retired U.S. Air Force officer. He had
taught pilots during World War II and had retired in
Texas a few years before our visit. One day he took us
to the nearby Lackland Air Force Base to see the outdoor museum of military aircraft. I stopped in amazement when my eyes met a long black cigar-shaped
object. It was the SR-71, a high-performance craft
capable of traveling at Mach 3+, i.e., over three times
the speed of sound.3
It immediately dawned on me that the UFO seen
by my friend’s dad could have been an SR-71. This
military craft could have been somewhat off course4
and ascending to its normal flight altitude of 80,000 ft.
The SR-71 was a top-secret spy jet during its main use
of operation from 1966 to 1990. At the time of its retirement5 by the Strategic Air Command in 1990, the
Blackbird was still the fastest and highest-flying operational aircraft in the history of aviation. The black
paint helped the aircraft radiate heat from its skin due
to friction at high speeds. There were no defense weapons on the SR-71.6,7 The defense was sheer speed. At
this point, student interest increases as questions arise
concerning how fast bullets and missiles travel.
Although President Johnson7 announced the
existence of the SR-71 in 1964 and the craft set a
speed record8 in an international air show 10 years
later, much about the SR-71 over the years has been
shrouded in secrecy. Even as late as its official retirement in 1990, when the Blackbird made one of its
rare public displays, many of the capabilities of the
SR-71 remained secret.9
It is therefore understandable that an airline pilot
such as our UFO observer would not have recognized
an SR-71 even after 1970, when the super secret era
had passed. In fact, many UFO sightings during the
late 1950s through the 1960s were fleeting glimpses
of the U-2 and SR-71 spy planes.10 These observed
objects were really Unidentified Air Force Objects
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(UAFOs).11
The Air Force would misdirect the public, indicating that such observations were mirages due to ice
crystals and temperature inversions.10 Once an SR-71
going into Griffiss Air Force Base (NY) created such a
sonic boom that the media contacted a geophysics and
seismology expert. He said it could have been a large
meteor entering the atmosphere. Of course the U.S.
Air Force did not come forward to correct him.4
In summary, students learn that questions in science can take years to answer. Patience is required and
clues can come at the least expected moments. I like
to end my discussion of the SR-71 by showing a 10second silent video clip of this majestic aircraft gracing
the sky.12
Though I had the pleasure of meeting the pilot
who reported the UFO sighting to his medical-doctor
son, I never did get a chance to discuss the SR-71 with
him. He had passed away by the time I first saw the
SR-71 in Texas and formulated a probable explanation for him concerning what was observed in the sky
over a generation ago.
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